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JFETS (Joint Fires and Effects Training
Simulator at Fort Sill)
• Three training modules: Open Terrain, Urban
Terrain, Close Air Support.
• Trains Forward Observers and Joint Terminal Attack
Controllers.
• Supports joint Call for Fire (CFF) and Close Air
Support (CAS) missions.

• Automatically plays the role of the operator.
• Currently only handles CFF missions.

• CAS missions contain a richer syntactic and
semantic structure, requiring sophisticated
techniques for automatic extraction of information.

Our research answers the following questions:

1. How well does automatic speech recognition
(ASR) perform on CFF and CAS dialogues?
2. How can we tell if ASR is good enough for
linguistic analysis?
3. What techniques can be used to interpret CAS
utterances?

The following speech recognizers were used:
Cambridge HTK family: HVite, HDecode, AVite, Julius.
CMU Sphinx family: Sphinx 4, Pocket Sphinx.

There is a shortage of data for training and
evaluating ASR in new applications.
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Example CFF dialogue
Trainee: M T O kilo alpha four rounds target
number alpha bravo one
out.
IOTA: Shot over.
Trainee: Shot out.
IOTA: Splash over.

ASR error simulation allows testing of the natural
language interpreter and the rest of the system
under various error conditions.
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Scrambled utterance with simulated errors

Overview of IOTA components

Differences between CFF and CAS dialogues

• CFF and CAS missions vary in vocabulary (see
highlighted words in example dialogues).

2. ASR error simulation

Speech recognition results
(Word Error Rate, lower values are better)

IOTA (Intelligent Operator Training Assistant)

• CFF missions follow a controlled structure.

1. ASR performance evaluation
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Our algorithm generates simulated ASR errors
with a distribution very similar to the distribution of
errors observed with a real speech recognizer.

3. Syntactic and semantic analysis of CAS dialogues
Utterance: Once you get to that village you see a uh almost looks like a martini glass at the south end
of the lake.

Example CAS dialogue
Soldier: Contact the road
west coming out of the
body of water.
Operator: Uh I see a road
leading off to the southwest.
Soldier: Call contact on uh two buildings north and
south of the road.
Operator: Uh I contact uh two buildings uh north
and south of the road uh both are near the uh
southwest corner of the lake.

Syntactic information from a syntactic parser

Semantic information from a semantic role labeler
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